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Super Tuesday with pundit Andrew Sullivan
Emily Passey
Op/Ed Editor

JB Sivanich
Staff  Writer

the ‘60s, a time of social unrest
and reform. He recalled the central issues of the civil rights movement, the feminist movement and
the Vietnam War as those issues that
effectively divided the country into
what he called “the hippies” against
“the reactionary fascists.”
Sullivan gave relevant examples
of how the ‘60s mentality is still
alive and well in today’s political
atmosphere. The Clinton administration was a good example of what
Sullivan called hippies in power or
the “wrong side winning,” with sexual promiscuity as a central focus,
and Hillary representing “the new
woman.” These issues arose again in
2004, when Kerry was painted as the
potsmoking Vietnam protester, versus Bush as the congenial frat boy.
Sullivan’s most salient point
was that Americans are beginning
to believe that our political system
cannot withstand this sort of deep
polarization any longer.

Last Tuesday, Andrew Sullivan
delivered a convocation entitled
“American Politics: A View From
Home and Abroad” in the Memorial
Chapel. Sullivan coincidentally
appeared on Super Tuesday, fondly referring to it as “Super Duper
Fabulous Tuesday,” and remarking
that it was “an amazing day to
come here and talk about American
politics.”
Sullivan is the senior editor of
The Atlantic Monthly, and made his
name as the youngest editor-in-chief
of The New Republic, at 27, before
becoming one of the pioneering
members of the blog community.
His blog “The Daily Dish” receives
40 million independent views a year,
a far leap from the 100,000 weekly
readers of The New Republic under
his editorship.
Sullivan opened his
convocation by giving us
an insight into the life of
a blogger, remarking that
the hour during which he
would be speaking would
be the longest he had
been away from his blog
in a very long time.
However, Sullivan’s
talk took a more serious
turn as he delved into
the most salient issue
of 2008, the upcoming
election and the political
atmosphere in which it is
occurring.
Sullivan spoke of
this year’s election as a
“book end” to 40 years
of the “red-blue divide.”
He traced today’s highly polarized politics to Andrew Sullivan, senior editor of

With this in mind, he spoke
briefly about each of the five major
candidates. He boiled the parties
down to Senator John McCain (R) of
Arizona and Senator Barack Obama
(D) of Illinois, neither of whom, in
Sullivan’s opinion, bear the effects
of the red-blue divide. McCain and
Obama represent the two generations outside of the baby-boomer
generation, before and after, and
neither makes enemies of the other
party. In a press conference before
the convocation, Sullivan made a
strong argument for the hypothetical race between McCain and Obama,
noting that either would be a choice
for the future, whereas Clinton’s
candidacy represents revenge on the
Bush administration.
The convocation was relatively
well attended and similarly well
received with several outbursts of
supportive applause at particularly
salient talking points and a mild
standing ovation.
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Black Heritage Dinner
Katy Hillbo
Staff  Writer

Members
of
the
Black
Organization of Students celebrated and shared their diverse backgrounds with the community at the
seventh annual Celebration of Black
Heritage dinner Saturday, Feb. 2.
The event included foods from
a wide range of cultures as well as
musical and theatrical performances, dance, poetry, artwork and personal accounts from BOS members
of their experiences.
The dinner was initially created
as a Kwanzaa celebration. However,
in recent years, the date was changed
to the first week in February to coincide with Black History Month.
The dinner became a more general celebration of black heritage
— a fairly natural transition according to Sirgourney Tanner, president
of BOS, since “cultural expression
was already a theme of the dinner.”
This year’s theme, “Coming
from Where I’m from: Celebrating
the African Diaspora at Lawrence,”
gave a nod to the song “Coming
from Where I’m from” by Anthony
Hamilton and the term “Diaspora”
which refers to the dispersion of a
people.
This theme encouraged the celebration of the many different backgrounds that the performers come
from and the diverse heritages that
are present within a collective black
heritage.
As freshman Sadé Parsons said,
“We’re the same ethnicity, but racially dealt with in different ways.”
The event held true to the
theme, with food and performances

that celebrated many diverse cultures and heritages. Food from various countries was served, and the
performances highlighted culturally
and historically significant musical
and dance styles as well as personal
and modern prose.
The performance part of the
night consisted of several different
acts. Musical performances by solo
vocalists, the Lawrence University
Jazz Band and a steel drum band
highlighted music from many different genres.
A theatrical piece written by
Aaron Walker gave a modern account
of racial discrimination based on
stereotypes. A poetry selection by
sophomore Marvanna Avery-Cash
promoted a message of unity.
Personal accounts from BOS
members of their experiences growing up gave individualized reflections on the issues that black people face. Towards the end of the
event, members of BOS performed
the Djembe, Merengue, Calypso, and
Carnival styles of dance.
The dinner is an opportunity for
members of BOS to celebrate their
heritage and also for members of
the community to come together,
learn from each other, and enjoy
themselves.
“It is important for the entire
campus and the Fox Cities community to be a community, and what
better way to encourage that than
with food and entertainment?” said
Erik Farley, assistant dean of students for multicultural affairs and
advisor to BOS.
As people left the dinner, chatting and laughing with each other, it
was clear that Farley was right.

Photo by Christie McCowen
The Atlantic Monthly, gave a rousing speech on the presidential primary election.

Kelly speaks on peace and nonviolence
Last Thursday, Students for
Leftist Action brought activist Kathy
Kelly to the Lawrence campus to give
a lecture titled “To Counter Terror,
Build Justice: Reflections about
Security in a Time of War.”
Kelly’s lecture largely consisted
of narratives about her time spent
in Iraq, Lebanon, and Israel. The narratives focused on the unfairness of
the suffering and death of children
in wartime, as well as Kelly’s time
in prison and the women she met
while there.
Through her entrancing storytelling, Kelly captivated the audience
and humanized the people in her
stories — the people she met on her
travels were real, with interests and
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lives outside of the wars they were
living with.
One such story she told was that
of a little girl whose favorite game
was to pretend to die after being
shot with a rifle. At the end of her
lecture, Kelly sang a famous Sibelius
tune in Arabic, which was the same
song a group of Iraqi schoolchildren
sang to her after she visited their
ruined fine arts center.
Last Friday Kelly held an interactive workshop titled “Courage
for Peace, Not for War: the Further
Invention of Nonviolence” in
Riverview Lounge. The workshop
was “designed to build empathy for
people most burdened by U.S. priorities that direct our resources toward
war and weapons,” said Kelly in an
SLA press release.
Kelly opened the workshop by

looking around the circle gathered
in Riverview and exclaiming, “I’m
awestruck by how many people care
about peace!” One main focus of the
workshop was what Kelly referred to
as the “war against the poor in this
country.”
Throughout the workshop,
attendees role-played several situations, including single mothers
below the poverty line talking with
their children and Iraqi family members contemplating sending their
only brother to join an insurgent
militia for protection.
Kelly ended the workshop by
expressing her hope for the future.
She told participants that there are
three things we can do to help promote nonviolence: simple living,
sharing of resources, and preferring
service to dominance.

Few Snow Showers
High 24
Low -5
Wind: WSW at 22 mph

Photo by Mike Korcek
Activist Kathy Kelly interacts with students at her workshop on Friday, Feb 1.
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Seniors focus on honors projects
Meghan McCallum
Features Editor

Photo courtesy of Caitlin Williamson
Steve Martin (left), pictured with Björklunden Staff  Assistant Ben Meyer, has a lot of fun in the kitchen.

Chef Steve Martin:
Stirring it up at Björklunden
Caitlin Williamson
Staff  Writer

For many students who journey up to Björklunden, helping chef
Steve Martin prepare meals in the
kitchen is one of the more exciting
“opportunities” to take advantage
of.
Steve, with his thick Boston
accent, his dog Sheddy, and of
course, his delicious meals, has been
at Björklunden for 15 years and is
one of the trademarks of the estate.
“All the time here I get to meet
new people, but it’s the type of kids
the Lawrentians are [that I love],”
Steve said. “I live through all the kids
that come through here. They keep
me happening.”
Steve had not planned on becoming a chef — he actually wanted to
become a special education teacher.
However, after having a taste of
cooking at Martha’s Vineyard with a
friend, he realized that cooking was
his true calling.
Steve attended the prestigious
College of Culinary Arts at Johnson
& Wales University in Providence, R.I.
— the Harvard of cooking schools,
whose accomplished alumni include
the Food Network’s Emeril Lagasse
and Tyler Florence. Since then, he’s
spent 27 years cooking.
“There’s instant gratification in
cooking. And the other part I like is
eating,” Steve said. “Anytime you’re
at a party, where’s the action at? The
kitchen’s where it’s at.”
After graduating, Steve moved
from his hometown of Boston down
to Florida, where he worked as a chef
at a restaurant. Eventually moving
to Wisconsin, Steve worked as an
executive chef at the Baileys Harbor
Yacht Club Resort. Then, he left to
work as the chef at Björklunden.

Although Steve cooks a variety
of different meals for the students
at Björklunden, his personal favorite
food is seafood.
“I grew up on the water, and what
goes around comes around. I love
seafood; I’m half whale,” Steve said.
“I like steamed clams — they’re reasonably priced and you can get them
everywhere [on the East Coast].”
Some of the typical meals Steve
makes include roast pork loin, chicken, and ribs. His tasty bread pudding
is also famous among Lawrentians.
“The hardest thing [about cooking] is making everybody happy,”
Steve said.
Another
trademark
of
Björklunden is Steve’s dog, Sheddy,
who often roams the premises.
“[Sheddy’s] been the Björk dog
since this lodge was built,” Steve
said. “If there’s a chapel tour, she’s
a part of the tour. If there’s people
hiking, she leads them.”
Aside from cooking, another one
of Steve’s passions is sports. He is a
huge fan of the Green Bay Packers
and all Lawrence University sports
teams.
“If I was in Appleton, they’d see
me at all the [Lawrence] sporting
events,” Steve said.
Steve’s favorite part of his job is
not the actual cooking — it’s meeting the students and other people
that visit Björklunden. In the back
room of the kitchen, Steve has a wall
completely filled with postcards, pictures, and other mementos from
students who have kept in contact
with him throughout the years.
“I’ve become friends with people
through here,” Steve said. “[That’s
one of] the priceless things in my
job. I’ve never ever said, ‘I don’t want
to go to work today.’ I love my job.”

Every student knows how exciting it can be to focus on one particular theme in an independent study
or tutorial. For those interested in
pursuing a longer-term study of a
specific subject, Lawrence encourages students to work on honors
projects.
“For most students, an honors
project ends up being almost a yearlong, intensive independent study…
culminating in a long, written project,” said Faith Barrett, Assistant
Professor of English and Chair of the
University Committee on Honors.
Usually, a student has an idea for
his or her honors project in the fall
term of their senior year. Then, each
student finds a faculty member to
supervise and advise his or her work.
Professor Barrett explained that in
the English department, students
working on honors projects usually
meet with their faculty advisor on a
weekly basis throughout the year.
During these meetings, the student and advisor discuss the student’s progress and work on problems or developments. “When I work
with students on an honors project,
I want about 10 pages of writing per
week,” she added.
Though these projects are very
popular among students in the
English and biology departments,
Professor Barrett said, they are certainly not limited to any particular
subject. So far, students have submitted project proposals for these
two areas as study as well as studio
art, chemistry, economics, French,
geology, government, history,
music, psychology, religious studies, and Russian. Students are also
able to work on projects that cover multiple
disciplines, if they so
choose.
When
finished,
the project results in
a long paper sometimes accompanied by
artwork, music performance, or other media
of presentation where
necessary. The student then undergoes
an oral examination by
the Honors Committee,
in which they present their work and are
questioned on it. Three
faculty members — the
student’s own project
advisor, one from a different department, and
one additional from any
department — serve as
voting committee members, Professor Barrett
said. Essentially, these
voting members decide
whether or not the student will receive honors for the project they
have completed.
Of course, there are
ups and downs for any
student working on an
honors project. “There
are tremendous pressures built into this process later in the year,”
Professor Barrett said.

“The written version of the project
is due early in the third term, so you
don’t get much of that third term to
actually write. One of the things I’m
trying to do in chairing the honors
projects this year is to get students
thinking earlier about the deadline.”
The rewards of completing an
honors project, however, will probably stick with a student much longer
than any stress encountered along
the way. Not only are these students’
projects recognized at graduation,
but the feeling of personal achievement is quite rewarding as well.
“The actual process is one pleasure,
a second pleasure is the finished
project, and the third pleasure is the
recognition at graduation. Ideally, all
three are key components,” Professor
Barrett pointed out.
The passion involved in these
projects is certainly evident when
talking to the students involved.
Nick Olson, a senior studio art
major, was enthusiastic in describing his project. Tentatively titled “H.
H. Bennett’s New Landscape in Wet
Plate Collodion,” he is working under
advisors Julie Lindemann and John
Shimon, Assistant Professors of Art,
on a series of photographs of the
Wisconsin Dells.
As a student interested in the
history of photography, Olson’s
project idea stemmed from learning
about H. H. Bennett’s wet plate photography in class. “He took artistic
landscape photos of the Wisconsin
Dells area to advertise the use of the
railroad lines,” Olson explained. In
this way, Bennett was a big part of
the area’s shift to become a tourist
hotspot-what Olson calls “a mini Las
Vegas.”
“You don’t see much of the landscape around there anymore — just
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the waterpark,” he added.
For the project, Olson is working
in the wet plate technique, mirroring
the process used by Bennett in the
late 19th century. This involves not
only mixing his own chemicals, but
working with a large, eight- by teninch camera.
The main portion of Olson’s
project will be a collection of 20
large-scale photographs, displayed
as an exhibition in the Mudd gallery
in April. “I’m hoping to actually have
my oral examination in the gallery
in front of my work, so they can ask
me questions about it while looking
at it,” he said.
Caitlin McIntyre, a senior French
and government major, is also working on an honors project this year. In
this project, McIntyre is translating
“O pays, mon beau peuple!”, a book
written by Senegalese author and
filmmaker Ousmane Sembene, from
French into English.
Her faculty advisor for the project is Lifongo Vetinde, Associate
Professor of French; though McIntyre
is also incorporating the work into
her French senior seminar class,
taught by Professor of French Eilene
Hoft-March.
Her main work with the honors project will be to translate the
entire book from French to English.
“There are a lot of aspects of the
book that you need some cultural or
social background to understand,”
McIntyre explains. “We were able
to incorporate that into the theme
for our senior seminar: identity and
community.”
This topic of identity and community is one that interests

See Seniors on page 9
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Some like it small

Scientist of the Week:

Nicole Capozziello

“I look at everyday life and ask
myself, ‘could I make that in miniature?’” explained Blair, who last year
As someone who fondly remem- taught a group of fellow miniature
bers her childhood hobbies, I am enthusiasts how to make a sushi set
comforted when I meet fellow 1/12 the size it is in real life.
As one could imagine, the world
Lawrentians that have continued to
act on their non-academic passions of miniatures is pretty complex.
While
1/12
while in
is the avercollege.
age miniature
While
scale,
some
m a n y
deranged souls
have falltake pleasure
en to misin creating minlabeling
iature scenes at
practice
small as 1/625
time and
of life-size, the
reading
result of which
18th cencan fit on your
tury litfingertip.
erature as
Blair’s
hobbies,
interest
in
freshman
miniatures
E m i l y
piqued when
Blair, a
she was just
self-proeight years old
claimed
and received
hobbyist,
courtesy of  Emily Blair a
hand-built
m a k e s Emily Blair works on miniatures inPhoto
her free time.
dollhouse from
up for the
rest of us. Blair is not only a min- her grandparents. “I started making
iature enthusiast but also does ori- extra accessories and furniture out
of paper,” said Blair. “I didn’t really
gami, scrapbooking, and beading.
Her dedication and talent for the think beyond that until I saw a polyart of miniatures was recognized this mer clay book at the library when I
past January when she was award- was 11.”
She promptly checked out the
ed a $500 scholarship to attend
this year’s National Association of book, at the encouragement of her
Miniature Enthusiasts (NAME) con- mother the librarian, sparking an
vention. The scholarship will not aptitude for working with polymer
only cover the $215 registration fee clay that she still holds today. While
and lodging while at the confer- most miniaturists favor woodworkence, but will also leave her ample ing, textiles, or toothpick painting,
spending money to support fellow Blair is the polymer clay expert in
her club.
crafters.
As one of 25 people in the Small
Upon learning of Blair’s hobby
of “miniatures,” I couldn’t help but Passions Miniature Club in Plaistow,
question “miniature what?” I soon N.H., Blair holds the place of young
found that the world of miniature
is about as varied as the Croc color
palette.
See Small on page 9

Daniel Fulton
Gennady Malyshev
Emily Peck
Corey Zehfus
for The Lawrentian

Radiocarbon dating is easily
among the most important developments of recent science. The method, developed soon after World War
II by Willard F. Libby, takes advantage of the fact that all living things,
during their life, ingest carbon and
stop doing so when they die.
There are three naturally occurring isotopes of carbon: C-12, C-13
and C-14. Carbon-12 and carbon-13
are stable and occur most often,
with carbon-14 lagging far behind
in number. The rarity of carbon-14
is a result of its radioactive decay
into nitrogen-14 with a half-life of
about 5,730 years. It is this property
that makes the elusive carbon-14
the isotope of interest in carbon
dating.
During its life, a plant or animal
continuously ingests carbon, either
from the atmosphere or the food it
eats. Once it dies, however, whatever carbon it had within remains
there, since the biological processes
that would have replaced it or collected more no longer function.
As time passes after the creature’s
death, the carbon-14 inside it starts
to break down into nitrogen. By
measuring the ratio of nitrogen-14
to carbon-14, a scientist can get an
accurate picture of the age of the
biological material.

This technique sheds a great
deal of light on several tens of
thousands of years before the start
of the historic record, but is limited by the 5,730-year half-life of
carbon-14. Ten of these half-lives,
around 50,000 years, exhaust most
of the carbon-14 in biological material. Nonetheless, carbon dating is
vitally important to a wide variety
of sciences.
Despite the heavy use of radiocarbon dating in a number of
fields, until recently, the processes
involved in carbon-14 decay were
not fully understood. The measured
half-life of 5,730 years is unusually
long for an atom with as few protons as carbon, and theoreticians
in the past have had a hard time
coming up with an explanation for
this occurrence.
In a future issue of Physical
Review Letters, Gerald Brown
and Jeremy Holt of Stony Brook
University in New York hope to
mathematically confirm the BrownRho scaling theory explaining the
phenomenon.
Brown-Rho scaling involves two
versions of the strong nuclear force,
termed the central and tensor forces, which in most isotopes are out
of balance. The unbalanced nuclear
forces lead directly to faster decay.
In carbon-14, the theory says, the
two forces are mostly balanced,
leading to a much more stable
nuclear configuration, and longer
half life. The pending mathematical
study should lend strong evidence
in favor of this explanation.

Ben Glover

by April West

Staff  Writer

Carbon-14’s longevity explained

3

As for his beginnings with science,
senior biochemist
Ben Glover stated,
“I have always been
driven by my curiosity and that’s
what science is all about.
Science lets people figure out how
things work and apply this knowledge to solve problems.”
His first research experience was in chemistry here at
Lawrence learning different techniques for testing water quality, as well as testing the level of polychlorinated biphenyls in
the Fox River by looking at zebra mussel tissue. In his second
summer research position at Lawrence, Glover began working
on his current project with biology professor Beth DeStasio.
Glover is currently working on a project that has been going
on for more than 10 years concerning muscle protein interacPhoto by Chad Bay
tions in the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans by looking
at both the genetic and molecular aspects.
Glover is looking at three different proteins and the specific way that they interact.
These proteins are believed to form part of the potassium channel complex and their interactions help to
bring about muscle contraction. He is employing two main techniques: a genetic approach and a molecular
approach.
From the genetic approach, he has found that if protein A is mutated, then the organism experiences
paralysis. However, if protein B is mutated as well, it counteracts the effect of the mutation in protein A and the
muscle is no longer paralyzed.
Glover is currently looking to see if C interacts with A in the same way B does, and that will give him an
idea of the proteins interact.
The molecular technique is a relatively new approach; a more direct method that will give more concrete
evidence about the exact manner in which the three proteins interact and also serve as a check on the results of
the genetic approach and the experiment as a whole.
Glover hopes to work on this project further for his honors project and also go on to medical school,
although not necessarily for research.

Facts about C. elegans
• First described as a species in 1900
• Proposed as a model organism by Sydney Brenner in 1965
• Quick generation time (goes from egg to adult in 2 days)
•	In the wild: lives in the soil and eats bacteria
• Easy to culture in the lab on plates growing standard E. coli
• Size: 1mm and transparent, so can only be studied with a microscope
•	One of the smallest, simplest organisms with a nervous system
• Nobel Prizes have been awarded to five C. elegans researchers

The secret lives of LU profs
McGlynn dives
into English
department
Kayla Wilson

Associate News Editor

Coming to Lawrence from the
warmer climes of Texas, California
and Utah, Assistant Professor of
English David McGlynn is the resident creative writer of the department. Among the many things on his
plate at the moment — kids, teaching, swimming, writing — McGlynn
is preparing to have his first book
published.
Titled “The End of the Straight
and Narrow,” the collection of stories is slated for publication in
the fall from Southern Methodist
University Press. The stories stem
from his experiences growing up
in Texas, what he describes as the
“landscape of adolescence.” Unsure
as yet of where the book will be
available, McGlynn says it will be
available on Amazon.
McGlynn came upon writing and
reading at a young age. “I can’t
remember a time when I didn’t care
about it,” he said.
After experiencing a personal
tragedy while in high school, he
found himself spending more time
alone, reading, writing and “trying
to find something meaningful.” He

explained that he “lives in a world
of storytelling,” coming from a family where people were always telling
stories, where he himself was always
telling stories.
“It makes me think about the
world I live in, which is why I read
mostly contemporary literature. It’s
about bridging gaps and making
connections,” he said. Both of these
concepts are central to the way he
approaches literature and writing in
the classroom.
Known for his somewhat confessional teaching style, McGlynn
said of this practice, “I find those
moments of connection and [try
to] be in that experience. When I
tell stories, I’m remembering experiences of trying to understand the
world for myself.”
McGlynn is also working on a collection of nonfiction essays, “Rough
Water,” which has been in the works
for two years. Several of the stories
have already been published and the
project is over halfway complete,
with McGlynn working rather slowly
on one piece a term.
This slow and intense process
“came from necessity,” after struggling to write an essay about “The
Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas”
while an undergrad. After sitting
down with his professor and working through a draft line by line,
McGlynn realized he needed to completely rewrite it.
“I found I could only keep track
if I went line by line,” McGlynn

said. Eventually he began handwriting his own stories, explaining, “One
day I just decided the computer
was too needy.” He escaped to the
library and ended up handwriting
200 pages. “It allowed me to really
evaluate each and every word.”
Outside of his obvious interest in
writing, McGlynn swims every morning in the rec center, claiming he
“still has enough shape and chutzpah to keep up with the team.”
He also likes long walks and
lying on the couch watching TV.
Simply stated, he “will watch whatever.” He does have a clear favorite
movie, however: “Jerry McGuire,”
which he qualifies by making clear
that he is not a huge Tom Cruise
fan. He does have a very nice, long
defense for his choice, which he
would probably give with little to no
prodding.
Another obvious interest is reading. “I don’t have a favorite book,”
he said, “but I do have a few that
I keep coming back to when thinking about my own work.” These
favorites are: Walker Percy’s “The
Moviegoer,” Marilynne Robinson’s
“Gilead,” Ron Carlson’s “Kind of
Flying,” Andre Dubus’s “The Times
Are Never So Bad,” and Flannery
O’Connor’s “Complete Stories.”
“My other attentions are consumed by the boys,” he said, referring two his two sons: Galen and
Hayden. McGlynn also enjoys playing with Thomas the Tank Engine
and building with Legos.
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National campaigns move fast to set up shop in Badger State
Ben Jones

Post-Crescent Madison bureau chief

MADISON - Buses stalled and
schools closed Wednesday as a
blizzard buried much of southern
Wisconsin, but there was no snow
day for presidential campaigns seeking Wisconsin’s delegates in the Feb.
19 primary.
Super Tuesday’s results leave
the presidential nomination race
well in play, particularly for the
two Democratic contenders, and
Wisconsin suddenly carries a great
deal of weight in the tight race
between Democrats Hillary Clinton
and Barack Obama.
”They have (to ramp up) all of a
sudden,” said Wendy Scattergood,
an assistant professor of political
science at St. Norbert College in De
Pere. “It’s going to be a whirlwind
tour. The grassroots has to be on
the ground and running right away
now.”
The Republican race likely won’t
be as intense in Wisconsin, mainly because John McCain cemented
his spot as his party’s front-runner
over rivals Mitt Romney and Mike
Huckabee, though McCain still is
well short of the delegates needed to

seal the nomination.
Some 37 states will have held
votes before Wisconsin, including
a Feb. 12 “Potomac primary” in
Maryland, Virginia and Washington,
D.C., so not many political observers expected this state to matter so
much.
Most of the campaigns haven’t
opened Wisconsin offices. Obama’s
campaign recently set up shop
in a corner office carved out of a
Madison laundromat. Young staffers
worked there Tuesday below a map
of Wisconsin and a black-and-white
poster of the candidate that read
“Change we can believe in.”
Democratic Gov. Jim Doyle, a
veteran of statewide campaigns,
called the tight timeframe “a very
big challenge.”
”These are such compressed
campaigns,” he said. “On the other
hand, there is such incredible national attention being paid to it that it’s
not like we have to wake people up
to the fact that there’s a presidential
primary coming.”
Doyle backs Obama in the race
and is campaigning for the candidate. Snow forced cancellation of
two events Wednesday but Doyle
planned to lead Obama organizing

drives today.
Though Wisconsin is dwarfed
by states like California and Texas,
it’s no Rhode Island. It’s challenging terrain for campaigns that have
just days to get their messages out.
In square miles, Wisconsin is larger
than England. It has several media
markets and 112,000 miles of roads,
many now covered in snow. The
state has more than 5.3 million residents.
It also has one popular pro football team that’s popular to mention
in campaign speeches.
For the campaigns, all of these
details matter, but what matters
most are Wisconsin’s delegates;
Wisconsin voters will help select
92 Democratic delegates and 40
Republican delegates.
”The delegates mean everything
right now and the candidates know
it,” said Joe Heim, a professor of
political science at the University of
Wisconsin-La Crosse.
Parties in Wisconsin distribute a
large portion of delegates based on
the vote in each of the state’s eight
congressional districts, and Heim
expects the candidates to fan out to
cities around the state to hit those
districts.

”I would be shocked if they
didn’t,” Heim said.
Radio and television advertising campaigns will soon inundate
Wisconsin residents. Obama’s campaign announced its first Wisconsin
television and radio ad buys
Wednesday. Heim said he expected
substantial campaign advertising to
come.
Scattergood said Wisconsin’s primary races could be close and the
state could be a “bellwether” state.
”Wisconsin has a pretty good
chunk of truly independent (voters),”
Scattergood said. “They are in the
center; they go back and forth.
”We know that those people
are appealing to both McCain and
Obama and, as we have an open
primary where those independents
can vote in either of the primaries,
it will be very interesting to see how
that plays out.”
Mark Jefferson, executive director
of the Republican Party of Wisconsin,
said he doesn’t have a good feel for
how big a role Wisconsin will play
for GOP candidates.
”We’re not sure yet, whether they
will spend an extensive amount of
time in Wisconsin or just make a
few appearances. We will see. But it’s

a little different dynamic than the
Democrats. Here there’s a presumptive front-runner (McCain).”
Romney spokeswoman Sarah
Pompei said Wednesday the
Republican race is still fluid. In
Wisconsin, she said, Romney’s campaign has “a strong grassroots operation on the ground.”
”Gov. Romney is going to continue working hard for every vote up
to Election Day, talking to Wisconsin
voters about his plan to strengthen
the economy and bring real conservative change to Washington,” she
said.
Joe Wineke, chairman of the
Democratic Party of Wisconsin, said
he expects a lot of activity from the
Democratic candidates, although he
knows of nothing scheduled.
He said he heard Clinton’s campaign was deploying 32 field staff to
Wisconsin on Wednesday.
”I fully expect sometime in the
next few days, you’ll see Obama or
Clinton land in the state for the first
time, and I think you’ll see both of
them several times in the next two
weeks,” he said.
Ben Jones: 608-255-9256, or
bjones@postcrescent.com

Notice anything
different this week?

WE HAVE A
NEW LOOK!
Tell us what you think at:
lawrentian@lawrence.edu

Photo courtesy of Bridget Savage
On another overseas adventure, Bridget Savage finds herself partaking in local culture.
Do you know what she's up to? Email your responses to lawrentian@lawrence.edu.
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Viewpoint
"Minsky moment"
in the housing
crisis
Ryan Day

for The Lawrentian

All of the political bloggers are
buzzing on about the housing crisis,
and most all of them are pondering
one thing, or, more accurately, one
man. Who is this man who is rising
to fame while the housing market crashes? Hyman Minsky — an
obscure and dead economist whose
major theories were all proposed in
the 1960s and 70s.
Why is this man of such interest to the blogosphere? Well, to
many people (or many people who
publish over the internet, anyway)
it seems that Minsky’s theories on
financial crises are coming true with
the seemingly inevitable housing
market crash.
Minsky theorized that financial
markets run in a cycle. The cycle
begins in prosperous times, when
there is money to be had. This
prosperous environment leads to
what Minsky called a “speculative
euphoria” — investors go into large
amounts of debt in order to buy into
the soaring market.
Eventually the amount of debt
that they are in exceeds the amount
of profit to be made, which causes
banks to call in the loans issued
to investors. This, in turn, causes
investors to sell in order to pay off
their loans, and this massive sell-off

of investments leads to a crash in
the market. At this point, the cycle
can start all over again.
Many people have written that
the housing market has reached that
fated “Minsky moment.” Here, the
homeowner serves as the investor,
making a large, expensive purchase
in the form a house and then paying
for it with a mortgage loan.
Before house prices rose greatly,
mortgages were low risk for lending
institutions, as there were many
safeguards in place, such as a down
payment. As the prices of houses rose, more people were buying
into the housing market, and banks
began to make mortgages easier to
attain.
Now housing prices are dropping sharply, and the market has
seemingly crashed. I’m sure you can
see that there is a major problem
here-now that investors in the housing market can’t pay their mortgage
debts, where will banks get their
money?
I’m no economist, but to me this
is a large problem, and as a noneconomist, the theories of Hyman
Minsky make sense to me, but if this
cycle is only going to continue, then
what is the solution?
There needs to be a strong effort
against large-scale speculation as
seen in the housing market. Perhaps
there even needs to be more government regulation on all markets that
could run into such speculation.
I’m not educated enough to be
the one making the judgment calls
in this area, but it’s just something
to think about.

Read Green

"Restoration" Devastation
Jess Vogt
Columnist

In days when global warming is
a buzzword, when more and more
oil-guzzling cars are on the roads
every day releasing carbon dioxide,
the Bush administration last week
announced a plan to open 3.4 million acres of the Alaskan Tongass
National Forest to logging.
In a move that is in keeping
with the administration’s policy of
backing big corporations, the proposed legislation titled the “Alaska
Rainforest Conservation Act” is an
amendment of the 1997 forest management plan that has kept road
building and clear cutting in the
region in check.
The area — part of the Clinton
administration’s Roadless Area
Conservation Rule — is the largest
contiguous patch of forest in the
U.S., totaling 17 million acres currently. That’s roughly the size of
West Virginia.
The area is located on the western edge of northern Canada, just
south of Alaska, and is pristine oldgrowth forest mostly free of roads,
infrastructure and overall human
influence.
The proposed legislation would
open the 3.4 million acres, 2.4 million of which are completely remote
and roadless, to operations by
Alaskan logging operations. This
would generate an estimated 267
million board feet (a board foot is
the amount of timber necessary to
make a board one foot square and
one inch thick) per year — until
the area is completely deforested,

that is.
And though the legislation calls
for “restoration” of the designated
Tongass “restoration areas” that
have “suffered environmental damage from clear cutting, poorly constructed roads, or other land management activities,” it only defines
28,000 (0.0002 percent) of the existing Tongass acreage, and none of
the newly exposed 3.4 million as
so-called “restoration areas.”
A few things to note: The
Alaskan logging industry, the supposed benefactors of this legislation, accounts for less than two
percent of the Alaskan economy;
fishing, tourism, and recreation are
far larger industries in the state.
So, even if the Act would benefit
the logging industry, the true benefit to Alaskans would remain minimal. Furthermore, the act is called
the “Rainforest Conservation Act,”
but it actually begins to hack away
at a large pristine area that, like all
forest, functions as a carbon sink
for our carbon-emitting habits.
Not only this, but because it is
currently included in the Roadless
Area Conservation Rule, any allowance of logging in the forest would
set an unhappy precedent for other,
currently roadless, wilderness.
Idaho is already considering
opening up six million acres to mining and logging and Colorado, 4.1
million to development.
If any or all of these areas are
opened, it will only be the beginning
of carving chunks out of the 58.5
million roadless acres, then despoiling the rest of America’s parks and
reserves.
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Love
continued from page 6
your roommate to glance at his
computer nonchalantly and stating that he must go to the library
immediately. Then the real heat
wave begins!
1. Of course, the most ideal
thing to do to prevent the awkward
situation is to ask (not demand)
that you would like to have the
room for some private time. Of
course it may not always be that
simple, but if you think in advance
that there is a good chance of
hooking up with your crush, let
your roommate know. The more
advance you can give the better.
For example, one thing that works
well is asking on Tuesday night to
have the room Friday night. That
way both people are prepared and
can plan accordingly.
Basically, speak openly with
your roommate about an ideal system for securing the room. Don’t
make things awkward or ruin the
mood by putting a sock on the
door or getting undressed. If you
have a good plan, both your roommate and your “friend” will be
appreciative, and you can really
get to un-tying that tongue of
yours.

Fencing travels to
Northwestern
Chiara Terzuolo
for The Lawrentian

The LU fencers drove down to
Northwestern University Saturday,
Feb. 2, to participate in the
Northwestern Duals, one of the biggest, toughest tournaments of the
season. Teams from across the U.S.,
many of whom are champions of
their own divisions, all came together for two, 12-hour days of intense
fencing.
The competition is always fierce,
and the LU women started with a
disadvantage, due to incomplete
Epee and Sabre squads. However, the
ladies went forth to post a 3-7 record,
soundly defeating CalTech, Farleigh
Dickinson and CSU-Fullerton. The
Women’s Foil squad (led by senior
Alice Shoen) went 4-6, including a
great victory over UC-San Diego.
The Women’s Epee squad, despite
being one member short, was led by
Chiara Terzuolo (‘09) who is recovering from a broken toe.
They posted a 3-7 record, even
defeating the full Johns Hopkins
squad. On the second day of fencing, one of the two members of
the women’s Sabre squad was
injured during her first bout, leaving
Christina Bartell (‘08) to represent
LU on the strip. Nonetheless, they
still accrued two victories, including CSU-Fullerton. Individually, the
ladies beat fencers from top schools
including Stanford, Temple, Duke,
University of North Carolina and
Farleigh Dickinson.
The LU men’s team is young, with
many freshmen and first-time fencers. They posted a 1-7 record with
a resounding victory over CalTech,
and show great promise for the
years to come. Men’s Foil and Men’s
Epee both went 1-7. The Men’s Sabre
squad posted a 3-5 record, defeating teams from Johns Hopkins and
University of Detroit-Mercy. Many of
the individual bouts were stunning,
and the men beat fencers from powerhouses like Duke, UC San Diego,
Notre Dame, University of North
Carolina and Ohio State.
The team travels to Notre Dame
next weekend to compete in the
Notre Dame Duals.

Basketball

or receiving a controversial foul,
the leaders of both sides had to
step up. Both John Hoch and Wes
Ladwig of the Pioneers gained control of their troops and helped Carroll to get within three points with 1:44
left to play in the game. However, Vikings leaders, senior Ben Rosenblatt,
Kroeger, and Hurley pushed back as they extended their lead to five
points with 22 seconds left in the game. After a pair of free throws by
Kroeger, the Pioneers received the ball with four seconds left, down by
three points. The Pioneers needed a miracle and it turned out it came
from Ladwig. In the closing seconds, Ladwig received the ball, took one
dribble and shot the ball high into the air. The crowd, in silence, watched
the ball seemingly float in the air and fall down, nothing but net, into the
hoop. The game was going into overtime.
During the first overtime, both teams had more than a simple victory
on their minds. As both teams battled for leads, it was again the Vikings
that had a lead during the final 30 seconds. The Vikings led by four with
13 seconds left to play after a pair of free throws by Kroeger. The Pioneers
scored quickly, cutting the Vikings lead to two with ten seconds left to
play. Once again, the Pioneers needed a miracle and it was given to them
on a traveling call with six seconds left to play. The crowd was on their
feet, cheering their lungs out to pick up their Vikings. The crowd was
silenced as Pioneers Nate Zimmerman hit a jumper, tying the game after
the buzzer with a 98-98 score.
The Pioneers started the second overtime much stronger than the
Vikings, as it seemed the effects of poor calls and seemingly close victory
began to settle. But it is not the Viking way to accept defeat, especially
this group of men’s basketball players. After being down by five points
with two minutes to play, the Vikings battled back to within two points
after a minute of play. But dagger after dagger of weak foul calls crippled
the Vikings as they soon became without much needed Hurley, Chris Page
(‘09), and Rosenblatt with a minute left to play.
The Pioneers scored to pull away by four points with 24 seconds left
in the game. Kroeger granted the Vikes their miracle with a jaw-dropping
four-point play. The score was tied 113-113 with 11 seconds left. Could
this game go into triple overtime? Ladwig once again saved the day for
the Pioneers with a 15 foot jump shot to seal the deal. The game ended
115-113 in favor of the Pioneers.
Kroeger led Lawrence scorers with 33 points, including 16-16 from
the line. Hurley added 22 points and 18 rebounds for an impressive
double-double. All five Lawrence starters reached double digits in scoring.
Pioneer hero Wes Ladwig led all scorers with 40 points, going 16-26 from
the floor, hitting his only three-pointer from half court.
The Vikings are still in first place, going 8-1 in conference with six
more conference games left. The Vikings head to Monmouth and Lake
Forest this weekend, hopefully starting a new 10-game winning streak
that extends through the Midwest Conference Tournament.

continued from page 10
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St yle ,
more st yle!
Fit
Here’s our take on the perennial
issue of dressing for your size:
KW: Okay. First, I would just like
to say that you need to dress for the
body you have, not for the body you
want.
CM: Yes, but dressing to highlight certain features may simply
draw more attention to flaws. Tight
pants to emphasize a fit butt may
seem great, but it also causes muffin
topping (which would otherwise be
avoided). Play to your strengths, but
not at the cost of revealing weaknesses.
KW: One thing to note when
talking about clothing size is that
being skinny is overrated. Sadly, if
you are skinny, you probably have
a small or totally flat chest. As a
proud member of this club, I think
push-up/padded bras are a terrible
idea. Keeping up illusions are too
much work. Flaunt the flat chest!
Wear scoop neck tops without worrying that you are showing too much
cleavage. Revel in the fact that you
can wear long necklaces without
them taking up residence between
your breasts. However, do not wear
tops with seaming under the bust. It
will make you look pregnant, even if
you are a size two. Also avoid tops
with darts or other seams which dictate where your breasts should be.
They will not end up there.
CM: For the busty amongst

us who can pull off clothing with ing in your own shirts will save you
defined bust lines, remember: mod- money and body issues, because you
esty is key. While v- and scoop- get to make sure that your clothing
necked shirts balance nicely with fits you the way you want. If you’re
wider shoulders and shorter torsos, comfortable in what you’re wearing,
it’s important to be aware of how that probably means that you are
these tops fit your body so that you doing something right.
aren’t looking like a “Pimps & Hos”
KW: Another basic is the A-line
party attendee. If you’re slender, tall, skirt. Skirts can show off shapely
or lanky, go for A-lines, fitted tops calves while disguising thigh circumand drop-waistlines. Curvy women ference, which is always a plus.
should go with long, flowing tops
EP: A-lines are delightful, but
and empire waistlines.
have to be the right length: they
EG: If you are bigger on top, it’s should not end at the meatiest part
generally best to avoid high-necked of your calves, but instead just under
tops (such as turtlenecks with small your knees.
or tight collars), especially if the
Let’s talk about pants as another
shirts have shorter waistlines. The important basic, both in the jean and
combination of the short shirt length non-jean form. I just can’t handle
and extra fabric at the top tend to seeing any more ill-fitting pants.
make busty girls look more top- It’s just not okay to buy pants that
heavy. Bold stripes are also generally are too small unless you are going
a bad idea. While I am a firm believer to wait to wear them until you’ve
in adding lots of color to the ward- lost some weight — nice jeans can
robe, black tops are almost always be a good incentive to do just that.
good for creating a streamlined, slim No matter how skinny you are (or
look — especially for busty women.
think you are), pants that are too
AA: Something important to small will make any skin you have on
know when you’re thinking of buy- your hips bulge over your waistline.
ing for your own size, whether you’re Do not look at the size of the pants
busty,
hippy,
— just look in the
flat-chested or If you're comfortable in mirror when you
boy-shaped, is
try things on.
that there are what you're wearing that
Women with
a few fail-safe means you're doing some- more meat around
basics for each
the lower abdothing right.
shape.
men should opt
I’m thinking
for higher rises
things like the classic button-down and wide waistbands. Then the love
blouse, which can work for pretty handles are in the jeans instead of
much any size. Of course, there hanging over them. Shaping underare also guidelines to buying these garments are also a great secret
things. If you’re the owner of a gen- weapon, especially if you’re wearing
erous pair of breasts, you just need something dressy and fitted. Spanx
to make sure you don’t suffocate brand is incredible for the purpose
them in tops that are too tight. If of smoothing otherwise un-smooth
you have a little junk in the trunk, tummies.
get jeans that allow that part of
CM: For the men who may be
your body to move. Instead of try- reading, your pants should sit at
ing to strap your bigger parts down, your hips. And, belts are key for
be nice and work with them. If that everyone; use them to catch your
means buying things that are too pants at your hips. Do not tighten
long or wide, you get to learn to sew! your belt at your waist, and under
Hemming your own pants and tak- no circumstances should anyone be

able to see any part of your ass.
EP: For women of any size: under
no circumstances should the public
eye be able to see your midriff, serious amounts of boob, or the place
where your butt starts and your back
ends. No matter how great you think
your body looks, showing skin is not
the way to go.
AA: Speaking of pants, perhaps
we should address skinny jeans.
They are hard to wear — even for
skinny people! I guess first and foremost we should just bluntly say
that it usually takes a certain body
type to manage the shape of skinny
pants, but it is certainly possible for
non-size zero people to wear them.
I’ve seen it here! It’s good to know
some tips as to what looks good with
them though, because oftentimes
that is what makes people able to
pull together this look. Boots and
flowy tops are two things that always
look fabulous with skinny jeans. It is
possible to wear close-fitting tops
with skinny pants, but it usually
looks better if you balance them out
with a looser top. As far as shoes
go, it depends on your style. Skinny
jeans look great with boots, as well
as flats and heels. Sneakers and
skinnies are a harder look to pull off,
but I’ve definitely seen it done here
on campus, so that’s something to
consider.
EG: I definitely think it’s possible
to pull off the skinny jean look, even
if you aren’t a stick. Skinny, straight
leg jeans are especially flattering if
you have short legs (I speak from
experience here), not least because
it saves you the trouble of finding
jeans that fit both your waist and
butt while still fitting through the
legs.
Listen, folks: We can all sympathize with each other when it comes
to clothes fitting — or not fitting --our
diverse and sometimes frustrating
body types. Just remember to wear
what makes you feel comfortable and
classy and you can’t lose.

Letters to the Editor

PHOTO
POLL

To the editor,
I was pleased to read articles
online about an increase in youth
turnout on February 5 primary day,
in one instance a turnout so great
that it helped propel Barack Obama
to victory in a closely contested
Missouri. I read that some states
had a quadrupled youth voter turnout compared to four years ago.
As a college student and a
Lawrentian, I feel that going to
the polls to make our voice heard
makes a positive contribution to
the whole country. One way we
contribute is through our tolerance; young voters are generally
more tolerant than older voters.
For example, when Wisconsinites

in 2006 voted to ban gay marriage,
exit polls showed that young people voted overwhelmingly against
the amendment while older voters
supported it.
Given that the youth vote is
usually low, politicians generally
ignore our interests and vote for
laws that ban stuff we like. If the
youth voted as much as the elderly
population does, we might have
our own counterpart to the AARP,
one of the most powerful lobbyists
in Washington that defends the
interests of retirees. With a lobby
so powerful, perhaps the national
drinking age would be repealed
and left to the states like it was
before 1984. With a lobby so pow-

erful, perhaps we could relax laws
that make using marijuana a worse
crime than physical assault.
I encourage my fellow
Lawrentians to vote in the Wisconsin
primary on Tuesday, Feb. 19. If we
keep this “record youth voter turnout” story going, it might force
candidates who otherwise would
ignore us to reconfigure their message to our advantage.

Stephen Flynn, '09

I am writing to offer a counterpoint to James Antony’s one-sided
portrayal of the case for isosceles
trapezoids. I find it shocking that
he failed to mention the circle. Each
point in the circle sits in a position of ultimate equality. No point
has preference when it comes to
proximity to the all-important center. Due to this perfect harmony,
a circle poses a challenge to the
mortal human hand. It is so easy
to conceive, yet so impossible to
draw. Although I am sure he will
be struck senseless by the points I
have made here, I welcome James’
response. I will run circles around
him.
Peter Bennett, ‘08
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Drunk in
Love
with Zach

Patrick-Riley

Sock on the door?
What is that for?
Dear Dr. Z,
I recently started this “thing”
with a girl, but it’s not too serious,
yet. Lately the same situation keeps
coming up: I’m in my room with
her, but so is my roommate! How
do I get him to leave without it
being weird?!
Smoothly, Tongue-Tied
Well Mr. Tied, it appears you
are in quite the quandary. So here’s
what I will do for you. Below is a
list of seven tips that will help you
become a seasoned sexiler:
7. Not to reinforce social stereotypes, but sometimes naïve
freshmen have this notion that
having a sign or sock on the door
will protect them from any outside disturbances. When your
roommate comes back, he will
be frustrated that you didn’t give
notice.
6. Although making out with
your new friend may weird your
roommate out enough to make
him leave, doing that is just plain
weird. Instead, if your roommate
is still oblivious, muster up inner
strength and bluntly ask him
for some private time. It may
be slightly awkward, but perhaps
you’ll impress the woman you are
so attracted to and excited about
spending quality time with.
5. Consider having a “key
song” that signals the other person to leave. Songs such as “Let’s
Get It On” or the classic “Closer”
by Nine Inch Nails may be potential winners.
4. Make eye contact or give
your roommate a head nod. But
make sure your new friend isn’t
turned off by a too-obvious indication of your intentions.
3. Send your roommate a text,
Facebook message or email saying
you would love to have the room.
You may even considering offering Muncheez as compensation
the following night.
2. As soon as possible, come
up with a “key topic” that signals your roommate to leave. For
example, bring up the weather
with something like, “Man, I hear
there’s supposed to be a heat
wave tomorrow.” This will inspire

See Love on page 5

“Mr. Potatohead!”

Photo poll by Sarah Page

-Katie Loppnow

What application would
you add to
Facebook if
you could?

“I would add the boy's fashion
application!”

“The I Love Christopher
Roebuck Application!”

-Chris Hooper

-Kyle Griffin
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Hippo City

Frigid Ignorance
Last week, after blizzard-like conditions tore through Tuesday
night, temperatures across Northeastern Wisconsin plummeted far
below zero. The conditions combined such that high winds created a
wind chill of -44 degrees, meaning danger of frostbite within 10 minutes of exposure (source: www.wdaz.com).
However, despite the fact that these conditions caused schools in
Appleton and surrounding areas to close, Lawrence students, staff and
faculty forged ahead. This kind of heartiness and devotion is respectable, but in the case of last week’s weather, it was actually dangerous.
There are certainly several downsides to closing school. We have
limited time in a term, and thus missing one day of classes can be
really trying. The decision to cancel classes should by no means be
taken lightly.
When the temperature falls as it did last week, there is usually
nothing prohibiting traffic, thus professors are able to get to campus.
Furthermore, students do not have far to go to get to where they need
to be.
However, there is an important distinction between what one is able
to do and what one should do.
Many students at Lawrence are simply not used to the kind of
weather we experience in January, and many others either ignore or are
not aware of the dangers posed.
We at The Lawrentian feel that the university should be more
responsive to weather alerts and to what surrounding schools are up to
in order to better judge whether school should be in session.
The university might also consider warning students about drastically cold temperatures. If classes are not going to be canceled, students need to be more aware of the conditions. Many of us probably pay
close attention to the weather — especially when it changes as often as
it does in this region of the country — but some students may not pay
attention, especially since we do not watch local television or listen to
local radio much. A simple email warning to students reminding them
to be sure to bundle up on the way to class might be a good idea.
It is also especially important to warn those students who are not
used to the weather that a -40 degree wind chill is dangerous and that
covering as much skin as possible is essential to safety and health, no
matter how short the walk is. Lawrentians should be responsible adults,
but might need a reminder of what to do in extreme weather.
Students with cars should also be aware of the danger to your car
in this weather. If you can, plan to park in the ramp (it costs $1, if you
don’t have the free pass available from physical plant). Before driving,
let the engine run for 10 or more minutes without the heat on so that
any warmth produced goes towards warming the engine. Yes, you will
be cold, but a properly warmed engine ensures that you won’t be spending all your coffee cash on car repair.
The university administration must take into account our relative
obliviousness to the outside world sometimes. Barring canceling classes, a simple warning about the dangers of frostbite would be beneficial
to all. Yet, at the same time, students must become more aware of the
weather, especially when it might be dangerous.

Burned Out

Bar Stool Feminism

Brighton Fowler
Columnist

So I have this feminist dilemma.
Well, I have many feminist dilemmas
(it’s the nature of the beast), but
this one has become increasingly
pertinent since I became of age … to
drink, that is.
OK, so before you can understand the full force of my problem, I
have to set the scene for intelligibility. I’m out at the bar casually hanging out, sipping my drink of choice
(a Shirley Temple with extra cher-

ries) chatting up the cute bartender
(who also happens to be my best
friend and my roommate) and I see
out of the corner of my eye a creepy
old man from the greater Appleton
area giving me “the stare.”
Yes, you know “the stare” I am
referring to; it’s the look where you
can actually feel the laser-like intensity of someone’s scan-tron irises
burning the clothes right off your
body.
This look absolutely disgusts
me and has in the past led to some
very unwelcome situations. Take for
example a trip to Mexico when I was
14 and got pinched in the butt by an
old Man at Señor Tequilas.
So herein lies my dilemma; how,
as a self-declared feminist of this

James Eric Prichard
Columnist

“Because I said so”
My little brothers and sisters
are real babies. Even the ones
who are in college and should be
doing drugs, don’t — or at least
that is what I am assuming, since
I never call them. Whenever I try
to talk my siblings into using
drugs or stealing or doing something similarly cool, they protest
on legal grounds. Someone (probably Mom) has brainwashed them
into thinking that you should
and should not do things based
on the word of Uncle Sam (or
Uncle State or Uncle Municipal
Government).
For some, the “because I said
so” argument rings hollow. Rosa
Parks did not listen to “because
I said so,” nor did the original
American revolutionaries. They
questioned authorities and when
they believed the authorities
were wrong, they contradicted
them. Their contradictions and
the contradictions of others have
influenced the current authorities
and created a new status quo,
and this status quo owes itself to

university, do I respond to such
visual assaults as these on my home
turf in a way that is both safe and
acceptable?
Usually the first thing that pops
into my mind is a sort of “Kill Bill”
inspired reaction such as this: I
jump off my bar stool, fly through
the air and karate kick this creep
in the groin. Then, after I give him
a few seconds to recover, explain
nicely that I am in fact a strong,
independent, intelligent woman who
is probably young enough to be his
daughter, so he should try checking
out someone his own age, preferably
his wife.
And then close with a clincher,
a well-composed line that I am not
at all turned on by “dirty old men”
nor am I in any way shape or form,
consciously or unconsciously, entertaining any sort of Electra-complex
fantasy, so he should keep his x-ray
vision to himself, thank you very

“The application to delete all
other applications.”

their disobedience. Disobedience, individual. The liberally educated
then, can be a good thing, and to person should question the problindly obey and never consider priety of indulging in marijuana,
disobeying is both cowardly and caffeine, unprotected sex and
foolish.
heroin. To leave decisions such
Unfortunately,
many as these to external authorities is
Lawrentians fall victim to the to deny one’s freedom and intelli“because I said so” argument. gence. The possibility of reaching
They hear an authoritative procla- a dangerous conclusion should
mation for or against something not deter you from questioning.
and let the proclamation dictate
Some might argue that if
their actions. Do they forget that people believe authorities to be
they are paying for a liberal arts incorrect, then they should try to
education? They are supposed change the mandates instead of act
to learn how to think and, more contradictorily. Ignoring the fact
importantly, how to question, yet that this route is not always posthey refuse to question authori- sible, the above individuals only
ties, letting them command their partially exercise their freedom.
daily
lives.
They
quesLearning how
tion authorto question a
"The possibility of reach- ity, but still
scholarly sta- ing a dangerous conclusion allow authoritus quo is of
ties to dictate
a much lesser should not deter you from their
lives.
importance
They attempt
questioning."
than learning
to change the
how to ques“because I said
tion those who would determine so,” but refuse to act against it.
our existences. Making choices If their attempts at change fail,
for yourself is an integral part they resign themselves to followto being liberally educated, and ing instructions with which they
those who refuse to question disagree. If the issue is crucial
authority cannot truly say that and they still allow themselves
they are.
to be instructed, then they volAnd yet many here would untarily lessen their own vitality
adhere to a law simply because and freedom.
it is in place. For them, the govYou can refuse to question
ernment’s “because I said so” is authority and live as an automagood enough, no questions asked. ton if you want to. You should
If you analyze a situation and not, however, call yourself a
determine that the benefits of student of the liberal arts, for
an illegal action are outweighed your capacity to question, make
by its detriments, you have ques- choices and act independently are
tioned the proclamation. You greatly reduced. You should also
can even factor the legal conse- not be surprised when intelligent,
quences of lawbreaking into your curious individuals refuse to take
decision. You are still questioning your “because I told you so” as a
the situation. Many do not ques- definitive command. They are not
tion in the first place, however. children, and you are not their
They neglect to take the first step mother.
demanded of a liberally educated

much.
Don’t worry, this scenario only
resides in the realm of fantasy, and
in reality I take the D.A.R.E. approach
to violence — “Just say no.” I am well
aware that I have no legal justification for this type of reaction; I’m not
by any official standard being sexually harassed per se, but I am also
not OK with being looked at his way.
What is it that I should or even could
do? Do I passively look the other
way, pretending it never happened?
Do I smile coyly and than silently
mouth the words “F*@^ off”? Do I
actually take a stand?
I have to admit, I usually turn a
blind eye, pretend the creep doesn’t
exist, and push those feelings of
hate way down deep inside (like I do
with most of my unacceptable passion), but I’ve got to tell you, I just
don’t feel like a very good feminist
when I do. I’m not anti-masculine;
I’m anti-establishment, and my ste-

reotypically feminine response to
this seemingly innocent advance disturbs me. But on the other hand, so
does making a scene or resorting to
violence.
I suppose I’m willingly submitting myself other people’s vision
whenever I leave the confines of my
dorm, and sometimes entice it on
purpose, but my level of comfort
with it completely depends on the
person and the situation. That said,
it does not mean that I am OK with
being stared at like my entire worth
as a human being resides in the sex
of my body, especially by someone
old enough to be my dad.
I suppose there are no “right”
answers, but the feminist in me cries
out to do something that relates,
pure as glass, that “the stare,” however innocent or unproblematic one
might claim it to be, is just not okay
with me.

“The Sims or Snood.”
-Gypsy

-Joyce Lamert

“The How Many Times Have
You Pooped In One Day
Application.”
-Gulsun Inal

7

“I’m allergic to Facebook.”
-Emily Fink

The opinions expressed in
these editorials are those
of the students, faculty,
and community members
who submitted them. All
facts are as provided by the
authors. The Lawrentian does
not endorse any opinions
piece except for the staff
editorial, which represents
a majority of the editorial
board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit
their own opinions using the
parameters outlined in the
masthead.
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Con Artists impress in first concert of year
Amelia Perron
Staff  Writer

her all the unbridled schmaltz and
sappy charm that a half-dozen male
singers in button-down shirts are
capable of.

Funderburk.
Highlights from a concert filled
with engaging music included Meyer’s
solos and Funderburk’s outstanding

In their first concert of the year,
the Con Artists, the cornerstone group in Lawrence a
cappella, took the stage in a
full Stansbury Theatre last
Friday night, along with
the newly formed women’s
group Conchordance.
The Con Artists have
long been a campus tradition, and its regularly
modified membership now
includes Mike Axtell, Brent
Funderburk, Evan Bravos,
Nick Meyer, Zach Monteith,
Zach Becker, and Zach
Olsen.
As one might hope
from an all-male ensemble,
the Con Artists successfully mix the smooth vocals
and tight harmonies of the
genre with a certain amount
of on-stage charisma, even
without the choreography
one often sees in a cappella
groups. While senior and
four-year member Axtell
most frequently took on
the burden of talking with
— and charming — the
audience, each member
had their moment in the
spotlight, trading off the
solo spot in front of the
group.
Their fare of primarily pop arrangements
included favorites such as
“Insomniac,” with a solo
by Monteith, “Crazy” with
Becker, and the inevitable “Africa.” They also
branched out to try a spiritual — “Operator,” with
Bravos — and a jazz standard, with Axtell soloing.
The singers were not
opposed to getting a little
silly for the audience’s
sake — or at its expense.
One lucky young woman, Lawrence's a capella scene comes to life in Stansbury Theatre on Friday night.
who was so unfortunate
They also turned their comedic beat-boxing. It’s truly a shame that
as to have a birthday, was called
up on stage for a personal birth- instincts against doo-wop in a good- we had to wait until the second
day serenade. The men let loose on natured fight between Axtell and or third encore before Funderburk

stepped up for a “drum solo.”
The men took a break mid-show
to make way for Conchordance, the
women’s a cappella group. Recently
formed and still
under construction,
the ensemble is currently made up of
Jessie Arlen, Natalie
Beck, Alicia Bones,
Schuyler Gardner,
Megan Hendrickson,
Beth Melzer, and
Katie Schuld. The
singers are eager to
offer something new
to the a cappella
scene at Lawrence.
They wanted “to
provide the opportunity
to
hear
not only men’s or
mixed groups, but a
women’s a cappella
group as well,” says
co-founder Melzer.
They started up
on a whim, however.
According to Melzer,
“One day, two girls
started
scheming on a bus from
Minnesota, and with
the help and support of [Professor of
Music and Cantala
Women’s
Choir
director] Mr. Swan,
the rest is history.”
According
to
Gardner,
they’re
eager to branch out.
“We’re also discussing doing a mix of
world music in addition to pop music.”
Expect to hear more
from them, as they’re
planning on recruiting more members,
singing more concerts, and recording
a CD.
Expect to hear
Photo by Jami Lin
more from the Con
Artists this year, too,
with some off-campus performances
and a CD release on the horizon.

“A tout de suite” both captivates and disappoints
Kelly Voss

and restless. The majority of her
for The Lawrentian
time is spent engaging in affairs
with nondescript men and skipping
With “A tout de suite”, French classes. Thus, when Lili meets Bada
director Benoît Jacquot has crafted (Ouassini Embarek), a petty ganga movie that is at once a romance, ster who provides her with the love
a crime thriller and a psychological and excitement missing from her
character study. Set in the 1970s and life, she feels complete. As a result,
shot entirely in black and white, the she becomes dependent upon their
film focuses on Lili (Isild Le Besco), obsessive love affair.
Lili first sees Bada in a café when
a 19-year-old art student living with
she is skipping class with a friend.
her bourgeois parents in Paris.
Although Lili is wealthy and tal- The two girls are first approached
ented, she is emotionally starved by Bada’s suave “business partner”
Gerard, who buys
them lunch and
extends an invitation to a dance club
later that night.
Throughout
this exchange Bada
never says a word
and is obscured in
shadow. However,
Lili catches a
glimpse of him
and memorizes
his face. Later, she
draws his portrait
from
memory;
Lili’s infatuation
Photo courtesy of Google Images with Bada is apparIsild Le Besco plays a young student in "A tout de suite."
ent.

The morning after Lili and her
friend meet Bada and Gerard at the
dance club, Lili and Bada consummate their love affair. The next scene
shows Bada purchasing a clunky and
extremely expensive bracelet, which
he gives to Lili. Lili is immediately
suspicious of how Bada came to
possess so much money, especially
because he had previously mentioned that he still lives with his
parents, who are considered poor.
Bada brushes off Lili’s questions
and merely says that he likes living
with his parents, offering no further
explanation on the matter.
How Bada came to possess so
much money becomes clear when
Lili receives a call from him in the
middle of the night. Bada and his
accomplices have just robbed a bank.
The robbery went horribly wrong
and a bank teller was killed.
It soon becomes clear that the
robbers are in danger of discovery
and must leave France. Bada and
his accomplices leave the country
and Lili goes with them, already
an accomplice herself. For a while,
Bada, Lili, and the others live in
luxury, going from Spain to Morocco
and spending the money from the
robbery, but soon there are compli-

cations and life becomes harder.
Overall, this film is successful on many levels. The audience
is constantly aware of the characters’ thoughts and emotions, even
though there is a minimal amount
of dialogue. This effect is achieved
through jarringly gratuitous closeups of the actors’ expressive faces,
especially Besco, whose face can
convey both childish innocence and
ravenous sexuality in a matter of
seconds.
Additionally, the first half of the
film is both visually mesmerizing
and mentally gripping.
However, after Lili is abandoned
in Greece the narrative begins to
drag. Lili goes from one sexual partner to the next in an attempt to
forget about Bada. These exploits
are as forgettable for the viewer as
they are for Lili. It’s also unclear why
so many people are excessively willing to assist Lili, who, as previously
stated, has no money and no form of
identification.
All of these elements and narrative twists lead to a highly disappointing and anti-climatic ending for
a film that starts so brilliantly.
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Coming to
your senses
Movies
Friday, February 8
“Fool’s Gold”
“In Bruges”
“London to Brighton”
“Spiral”
“Vince Vaughn’s Wild West Comedy
Show”

DVD
Tuesday, February 12
“Gone Baby Gone”
“We Own the Night”
“Becoming Jane”
“Into the Wild”
“Things We Lost in the Fire”

Music
Tuesday, February 12
British Sea Power
“Do You Like Rock Music?”
Simple Plan
“Simple Plan”
Speakeasy
“All Your New Favorite Songs”
Widespread Panic
“Free Somehow”
Doug Hoekstra
“Blooming Roses”
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Jazz saxophonist Chris Potter brings quartet to Chapel
Sonia Emmons
Staff  Writer

Jazz saxophonist Chris Potter
and his quartet, Underground, are
coming to the Chapel this Friday,
Feb. 8 at 8 p.m. Their performance,
the third installment of the 2007-08
Lawrence University Jazz Series, will
be the group’s last U.S. show before
they begin an international tour.
The concert promises to excite
both jazz musicians and non-musicians alike. Potter, a Grammy Award
nominee, is said in the reputable
Lawrence University News to possess
“limitless creativity and a vibrant
sense of swing.”
Potter, who played his first jazz
gig at the age of 13, has performed

throughout the U.S., Canada, and
Europe with famous jazz artists
such as Dave Holland and Dave
Douglas. According to junior trumpet player Harjinder Bedi, “He is a
part of our generation’s new school
of jazz giants.”
Bedi added, “Many jazz musicians of our generation are enthralled
with Potter. People at Lawrence are
caught up in the new school scene.”
Sophomore saxophonist Dan
Meinhardt, a devoted Chris Potter
fan, is one of those people. He
believes that Potter is “taking music
in a new direction. He’s trying to
bring jazz back into the mainstream
and make it more accessible.”
Meindhardt stressed the accessibility of Potter’s music: “The new
album does things that are acces-

sible and familiar, which makes the
improvised music easier to understand.” The main things Meindhart
referred to are the funk, hip-hop,
and disco music that Potter incorporates into his own music.
Lawrence alumni Jacob Thomas
(‘05) and Jacob Teichroew (‘05),
known in their Lawrence days as
“the Jacobs,” completed an honors
project on Chris Potter in which they
compared Potter’s solos to those of
famous older jazz musicians.
First they transcribed Potter’s
solos from his album “Gratitude,”
which features tunes inspired by
various jazz saxophone masters like
Coleman Hawkins, Charlie Parker,
and Sonny Rollins. Next, Thomas
and Teichroew transcribed solos by
these masters. The last step was to

Joanna Newsom wraps up tour in grand fashDavid Vidaurre

and smoke cigarettes. After the
intermission she returned in a very
bright short pink dress that incited
a few members of the audience to
Joanna Newsom, the unique singwhistle and cheer. The second half
er/songwriter harpist from California,
the show was similar to what we
has been touring for a while. After a
heard in Milwaukee, a few songs
stretch of popular concerts in the
from her first album and a perforUK, a brief United States orchestral
mance of her new song “Colleen”
tour was arranged that took her to
from an EP released last year. In
six cities across the country starting
addition to the new
last October.
untitled song that she
Surprisingly
performed in Milwaukee,
e n o u g h ,
there was another song,
Milwaukee was
also untitled, that she
the first city
performed in Brooklyn.
she went to.
The first of these new
Most recently
compositions was very
she was at the
quiet and reminiscent of
Sydney Opera
the music of her first
House with
album. The second song
the
Sydney
had a lot more energy
Symphony.
and sounded a bit more
Last Friday
like “Colleen.”
night’s show
Joanna Newsom was
in New York
very casual and comfortCity was the
able on stage. She shared
last one; she
a few anecdotes with us:
has no other
while she was in Europe
scheduled
someone kept requesting
dates and she
“Sprout and the Bean”
expressed an
but she couldn’t perform
uneasiness
it because, she says, she’s
about
that,
forgotten how. She told
but I’m sure
us about how she cut
there was
her own hair earlier that
also relief;
Photo by David Vidaurre
day and was afraid that
this
will Joanna Newsom performed her 2006 release "YS" in its entirety with the Brooklyn Philharmonic.
her hairdresser (in the
give
her
noticeably different than it was on audience) would get upset. She also
time for much-needed rest.
The Brooklyn Academy of Music the album. But this didn’t hinder her saved a little time to remind us to
is a lovely venue. The audience was too much. From the beginning of vote for Obama. She spent five minfull of neatly dressed youngsters. “Emily” to the end of “Cosmia,” the utes telling us why he was the best
There were even some celebrities songs were executed very nicely even candidate, and her drummer had a
in the crowd — we noticed Maggie if she was often critical of herself, few words to say on that topic too.
Gyllenhaal among the few. It was a apologizing after a few performanc- Several members of the audience
very homogeneous crowd of mostly es. The audience certainly didn’t cheered, while others were clearly
white, “alternative”-looking people. mind. We were entranced the entire uncomfortable.
Joanna Newsom is consistently
This was especially interesting con- time and the tremendous weight of
sidering that we were in the very the music moved a lot of people to satisfying. The next time she comes
to a nearby city you should go check
diverse borough of Brooklyn. But tears.
When she finished perform- her out, unfortunately it may be a
this isn’t surprising because music
seems to have a way of conveniently ing “YS,” there was a 15-minute while until it happens again.
organizing people into neat catego- intermission that gave all the youngsters an opportunity to run outside
ries.
Staff  Writer

Small
continued from page 3
est member with little threat.
“The next youngest person is
around 35 and after that, the age
of the members goes all the way up
to 80 or so,” said Blair. Each month,
a different person teaches a new
project, ranging from mini suitcase
sets to beaded purses, providing
each member with a corresponding kit.
Upon finding out about the
convention, which had not been

The first half of the concert
was, as in Milwaukee, a complete
performance of her 2006 release,
“YS,” from start to finish, but this
time with the wonderful Brooklyn
Philharmonic conducted by Michael
Christie.
When she introduced herself I
could tell that her voice was a little
shot, and her vocal performance was

held in New England in Blair’s lifetime, she knew she had to find a
way to get there. Blair saved her
Christmas and birthday money to
use towards the registration fee
for NAME’s “Castles and Cottages”
convention, which will be held July
24-27.
When she fell short of saving
the $215, Blair began selling some
of her crafts at Kindred Spirits,
capitalizing on the Fox Valley craft
market. In the midst of this, Blair
told her friend Jean — a fellow
miniature enthusiast back home
— of her difficulties.

Recognizing the opportunity
the conference represented for
Emily, Jean notified NAME’s second
vice president. At NAMES’s last
board meeting, the second vice
president read this e-mail to the
board, detailing Blair’s determination to garner funds. It was through
this meeting that NAME decided to
award $500 to Blair’s mission.
“Supposedly before she even
finished reading the e-mail, the
members had passed a cup around
and collected $180 towards my
cause,” Blair relayed with a smile.

analyze and annotate the transcriptions.
After their transcribing and
analyzing, the Jacobs found that
Potter’s improvised solos contained
harmonic and melodic elements that
were part of the jazz language when
Hawkins, Parker, and Rollins were
playing, “only Potter played them
with various innovative twists,” said
Teichroew.
He described the value of Potter’s
innovative techniques: “This way he
roots himself in the jazz tradition,
but also stays true to the creative
and inventive spirit of the music.
Also, he does it with phenomenal
virtuosity and intensity.”
Meinhardt, too, mentioned
Potter’s awareness and appreciation for both past and current jazz

music. As he explained it, “Potter
pays attention to what’s been happening and takes it forward using
sound and texture.” This versatility
appears to distinguish Potter from
many of his contemporaries.
According to Teichroew, “There
isn’t a saxophonist in all of New
York who isn’t enthralled or frightened by Chris’s playing, and his
approach seems to have in some way
influenced virtually all of the sax
players that I hear.”
Tickets for the concert are $2220 for adults, $19-17 for seniors,
and $17-15 for students. They are
available through the Lawrence
University Box Office, which can be
reached at 920-832-6749.

Artist Spotlight:
by Anna Hainze

Erin Watson

As Lawrence’s most celebrated fan of PBR, our first
female Trivia Grand Master in
25 years, and now the star of
this week’s Artist Spotlight,
Erin Campbell Watson certainly has a lot to offer the
Photo by Nick Olson
Lawrence campus.
At the moment I met her, Erin in her pink alphabet glasses and I
in my stirrup leggings, I knew that I was beholding great talent. And
indeed, what an artist my little Sunday school friend has turned out
to be. But why did she choose to become an art major and not, say,
enter the seminary? Said Watson, “I decided to take art classes during
my senior year in high school because I needed non-academic classes
to boost my GPA. My ceramics teacher … sent one of my pieces to be
in a high school art competition. But then it broke.” As charming of a
success story as this may be, Watson has certainly moved forward in
the art world after such a rough start.
She was fortunate enough to study abroad at the London Center
last term, where she was able to make weekly visits to the acclaimed
Tate Modern and Tate Britain museums, making her one of the most
“ridiculously lucky” art majors ever. Though Watson found herself
most drawn to the art of Eva Hesse because, as she said, “I respond to
her use of materials and the way in which her art subtly reflects her
femininity without providing an obvious, stereotypical commentary on
the female’s role in the art world,” she also was particularly inspired by
a Louise Bourgeois exhibition at the Tate Modern. I’m sure it is only a
matter of time until Erin herself is inspiring young artists everywhere
with her Tate Modern exhibits. But until then, her March 14 Mudd
Exhibition will have to do.

Seniors
continued from page 2
McIntyre, and having spent a
term in Senegal, she has a specific
passion for studying Senegalese
culture.
“I had trouble deciding on
an honors project, and originally
I was going to do one for my
government major, but I felt overwhelmed by the work involved,”
she says about the beginnings
of her project. “I started doing
this translating not as part of an
honors project, and thought it
was really fun. It didn’t feel like
work.”
She originally was planning on doing translation work
through an independent study
just to keep her French skills up
during fall term. She approached
Professor Vetinde and explained

that she wanted to do some shortterm translation over the term. He
suggested translating this book,
because it has never been translated
into English before. Eventually, the
idea turned into the project that she
is working on now.
While working on these projects,
“you work closely with faculty and
you get a sense of what the research
methods and research standards
are in the field,” said Professor
Barrett. “For students there’s a real
satisfaction in that intensive, independent work, and then also you
have something to show for it.”
Monday, Feb. 11, the Honors
Committee will hold an informational Honors Project Roundtable. It
will take place at 4:30 p.m. in room
401 of the library. Seniors working
on projects and juniors interested
in learning more about the program
are encouraged to attend.
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Sports in the
real world

Dylan Fogel
Staff  Writer

If you were one of the 97.5
million people last night that had
the pleasure of watching the Super
Bowl, what you got to experience
was one of the greatest upsets in the
history of all sports. Better yet you
were the witness to one of the greatest losses in the history of sports.
The game was a textbook Davidand-Goliath scenario. The invincible
offensive juggernaut New England
Patriots, who had yet to blemish a
perfect record this season; and the
twelve point underdog New York
football Giants with their sheepish
quarterback with the constant deercaught-in-the headlights stare, the
banged up receiving core, and the
coach who was one more secondhalf season collapse from getting
the boot. What transpired during the
breaks between the screaming squirrel, Richard Simmons, Will Ferrell,
the giant Doritos mouse, and Tom
Petty was a loss so immense that
it may replace the original “David
and Goliath story” as the “Giants
and the Patriots story.” After the
game I began to brainstorm some of
the other great losses, choke jobs,
or upsets from the past. I came up
with seven that I think are worth
mentioning.
1969 Super Bowl III: New York
Jets defeat the Baltimore Colts — the
Jets were a fourteen point underdog
going up against the 15-1 Colts.
However, behind the bold prediction
of Joe Namath the Jets pull off the
win 16-7. Namath wins Super Bowl
MVP despite not throwing a touchdown pass.
1980 Miracle on Ice: Russia
loses to US Olympic hockey team
— the powerful veteran-dominated
Russians fall 4-3 to a US team made
up primarily of college and amateur
players. US goes on to win the gold
medal.
1985 NCAA basketball championship: Georgetown loses to Villanova
- Patrick Ewing and the Number
1 ranked Hoyas lose 66-64 to the
eighth-seeded Wildcats in the NCAA
national basketball championship
game.
1999 British Open: Jean Van de
Veld loses to Paul Lawrie — Van de
Veld held a three-stroke lead going
into the eighteenth hole. A triple
bogey sent the match into a playoff
where Van de Veld finally lost to
Lawrie.
2004
American
League
Championship Series: Boston Red
Sox defeat New York Yankees 4-3
— The Yankees win the first three
games of the series before the Red
Sox come storming back to win the
next four behind the sutured ankle
of Curt Shilling and late game heroics by David Ortiz.
2006 First Round of the NBA
Playoffs: Dallas Mavericks lose to
the Golden State Warriors - The
Mavericks were many people’s pick
to win the title after finishing the
season with the NBA’s best record.
Golden State squeaked into the playoffs on the last day of the season.
The Warriors won the series 4-2.
2007 USC football Trojans loses
to Stanford — The Trojans were
thought to be the greatest team ever
on paper. They were 44-point favorites at home going into the game
against the Cardinals. Stanford,
behind the coaching of former NFL
quarterback Jim Harbough, pulls
off the upset. Stanford used a late
touchdown pass to win 24-23 and
end the Trojans 35-game home winning streak.
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Swimming sets new records at Carthage College
Kyle Nodarse
Staff  Writer

The men’s and women’s swim
teams went to Carthage College this
past weekend and performed extremely well in the midst of preparing for
the conference championships. The
men took third place and the women
placed second overall.
Leading the men this past Saturday
were junior Matt Yauch and freshman
Nick Johnson in the 200-yard breaststroke. They took second and third,
respectively, with times of 2:24.88
and 2:24.91.

Junior Kyle Griffin also put in a
strong individual performance in the
mile with a third place finish and a
time of 17:42.37.
The relay teams performed
strongly as well — the 800-yard freestyle relay team took second place
with a time of 8:07.13.
The women finished only behind
Carthage College and were led by
both record-breaking individual performances and strong relay performances. Junior Mandy Schlais and
freshman Rebecca Hamlyn took second and third in the 100-yard butter-

fly with times of 1:03.60 and 1:04.57.
Junior Hayley Vatch set a record in
the 500-yard freestyle with a time
of 5:18.73 and also broke the meet
record in the mile, finishing in a
time of 18:24.62. The women’s 800yard freestyle relay team also swam
strongly as they took second place
with a time of 8:42.52.
The Lawrence men’s and women’s
swimming and diving programs now
begin to look towards the Midwest
Conference Championships, which are
being held at Lawrence from February
15-17 starting at 10 a.m.

Men’s basketball suffers double overtime loss
Douglas McEneaney

there was a lead, the scores were
close, and when the score was within
one point, the lead often switched
This past weekend, the Lawrence
sides. There were four lead changes
University basketball team had
and no lead was greater than six
their work cut out for them. Friday
points. The half ended with the
night, the Vikes traveled to the
Vikings leading 38-34.
Green Knights of St. Norbert, who
Throughout the game, both
is ranked fourth in
teams were culprits of
conference currently
weak fouls and blown
and Saturday night,
calls. Many players on
the Vikes hosted the
both sides fell into
Pioneers of Carroll
foul trouble early,
College, ranked secwhich could have been
ond in conference.
easily prevented.
There was a lot
Both teams decidon the line for the
ed to play against the
Vikings in their game
adversity of poor refagainst St. Norbert.
ereeing and entered
Prior to the game, the
the second half with a
Vikings were ranked
mission. Despite scor19th in the country
ing first in the second
by D3Hoops.com, a
half, the Vikings starttop 25 ranking that
ed stronger, going
Lawrence basketball
on a 9-4 run and givhas not seen since its
ing them the largest
#1 standing two years
lead of the game of 9
ago. Additionally, the
points. The Pioneers
Vikes were undefeatworked their way to
ed in conference and
within five points
were riding a nine
before the Vikings
game winning streak.
once again went on
In the opening
a 9-4 run to increase
minutes, the Vikings
their lead back to
jumped to a 14-3 lead,
nine with ten mina promising start for
utes left to play. As
Photo by Stephen Anunson
all the elements on
the game continued,
the line. However, Lawrence Vikes play a strong offensive game against Carroll.
both teams remained
the lead soon disapthe game going 8-8 from the free physical and as a result fell into
peared as the Green Knights battled throw line, giving them the 65-56 some serious foul trouble. As foul
back, going on a 13-2 run minutes victory. Kroeger led all scorers with trouble quickly crippled both sides,
before the end of the first half. 15 points, while Hurley and junior the fans of Lawrence made their
The Vikings ended the half trailing Doug Kadison also contributed by concerns clear as there were several
24-30.
scoring in double figures.
plays where booing was heard from
It seems there has been a consisWith the winning streak alive all 1053 in attendance. Despite the
tent theme throughout the past few and the Top-25 standing still intact, reaction, not only did weak fouls
games for our Vikings — they come the Vikings headed home for their and poor calls continue but they
out of that locker room with the game against rival Carroll College.
seemed to snowball almost every
mentality that losing is not an option.
Saturday’s game is one for the play.
The Vikings began the second half books. Even in the opening minutes,
With players’ emotions running
with an 11-2 run, silencing the crowd one could easily tell this game was ragged, having turned the ball over
and regaining the lead. Once that going to be a battle. As one team
lead was theirs, they refused to give scored, the other team scored. When
See Basketball on page 5
it back and did not for the rest of the
Staff  Writer

game. The Knights constantly battled
back, causing four ties throughout
the second half. With a minute left
in the game, the Knights were only
down three points, but a pair of free
throws for both junior Ryan Kroeger
and senior Andy Hurley put the
icing on the cake. The Vikings ended

Women’s basketball drops 2 to Knights, Pioneers
Ted Greeley
Staff  Writer

The women’s basketball team
dropped two games this past week,
losing a squeaker to St. Norbert on
Wednesday and falling to Carroll on
Saturday.
Wednesday night at St. Norbert,
the team saw the game go back and
forth the first 15 minutes of the half.
The Vikes took the lead off Caresse
Reiland’s (‘10) lay-up with 13:23
remaining in the half. The score was
tied up several minutes later when
Carrie Van Groll (‘08) hit a couple of
free throws to give the Vikings their
second lead. The rest of the half
would see St. Norbert go on a 15-4
run giving the Green Knights a 25-16
lead at half time.
The second half saw Lawrence

slowly chipping away at the St.
Norbert lead, until Annie Kaiser (‘11)
put in a lay-up with 11:15 left in the
second half to make the score 29-28
Lawrence lead. Lawrence would have
their biggest lead at 8:46 when Jenny
Stoner (‘08) drained a free throw to
give the Vikings the 35-30 lead. St.
Norbert would go on a 10-2 run to
take the lead at 5:19 of the second
half. A lay-up by Laura Aerts (‘10)
with 2:06 left would give the Vikings
a 45-44 lead, but St. Norbert would
score the last four to win the game
48-45.
Reiland led the team with 15
points and 17 boards for the doubledouble.
Saturday the team fell behind
early and had to try and battle back
the whole game. Taking the lead early

on, the Vikes were up 6-3 off an Erin
Henzi (‘09) jumper with 16:29 left in
the half. Carroll then went on a 14-2
run to go up 17-8 with 7:00 left in
the half. The remainder of the half
Lawrence added 11 while Carroll
dropped in 15 to make the game 3219 at the half.
The second half played out fairly even with Carroll and Lawrence
going shot for shot. The Vikings
were only able to make two points
up off the 13 halftime point deficit
and fell to Carroll 54-43. Reiland led
the Vikings with 12 points and eight
rebounds. Aerts put in 8 and Sarah
Ehlinger (‘11) added six points and
six rebounds in the game. Lawrence’s
25.9 percent shooting in the first
half ended up being the difference
in the game.

Lawrence University

Scoreboard
Men’s Basketball
Lawrence
Carroll

		
		

113
115

Women’s Basketball
Lawrence
Carroll

		

43
54

Lawrence
		
Minnesota-Crookston

5
3

Lawrence
		
Minnesota-Crookston

8
7

Hockey

Standings
Men’s Basketball

Team
MWC
Lawrence
9-1
Carroll
8-3
Grinnell
7-3
St. Norbert
7-4
Lake Forest
6-4
Knox
5-6
Monmouth
4-6
Ripon
3-8
Illinois College
3-8
Beloit
1-10

O’All
14-2
12-5
12-5
11-7
10-7
6-12
4-12
8-10
7-11
3-15

Women’s Basketball

Team
MWC	O’All
St. Norbert
10-1
14-4
Carroll
9-2
15-3
Lake Forest
8-2
14-3
Beloit
8-3
12-6
Monmouth
5-5
9-8
Grinnell
5-5
7-10
Illinois College
5-6
9-9
Lawrence
1-9
4-13
Ripon
1-10
4-14
Knox
1-10
3-15
Statistics are courtesy of
www.lawrence.edu and
www.midwestconference.
org and are current as of
Feb. 6, 2007

Wrestling takes
a hit at Wheaton

Ben Webster
Staff  Writer

The Vikings traveled to Wheaton
College of Illinois this past weekend
to wrestle in a competitive tournament with a slew of teams from the
Midwest.
Jack Peters (‘08) was Lawrence’s
top finisher with a fifth place finish
in the 197-pound weight class. He
battled for a 3-2 record, and defeated Vinnie Sapienza of North Central
7-4 to win the fifth place match.
Chris Gallegos (‘11) who wrestled at
141-pounds and finished 0-2. Tony
Norton (‘09) finished 1-2 in the 149pound class. Matt Meiselman (‘10)
lost twice in the 157-pound matches.
Sam Laes (‘10) battled for a 2-2
record at 174 pounds. Jeremy Reider
(‘10) went 1-2 at the 285-pound
weight division.
Lawrence finished 23rd out of
27 teams. The team with the most
first-place winners in the tournament was UW-La Crosse, a score
for Wisconsin wrestlers. Other
Wisconsin schools were Concordia,
with zero wrestlers placing; Knox
College, which had first and eighth
place finishes and UW-Whitewater,
with two wrestlers finishing fourth
and two finishing fifth. University
of Chicago, Augustana College, and
the Milwaukee School of Engineering
were all shut out.
The next meet is away at UWOshkosh on February 15. Get down
there to support the tough guys in
tights.
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Ashlee Thatcher

Softball

Travis Fondow
Staff  Writer

Editor’s Note: The softball season
opened February 1, though the team
does not have a game until spring
break when they travel to Phoenix,
Arizona.
1. How long have you been leading
the softball program at Lawrence?
I began coaching at Lawrence in
1993 and this will be my fifteenth
season as the head softball coach.
2. What are your other roles in the
Athletic Department?
In addition to coaching softball,
I serve as the Associate Director
of Athletics and the SWA (Senior
Woman Administrator).
3. How did the team do last year?
Last season, we finished with an
overall record of 15-12 and 6-7 in
Midwest Conference play (third in
the North Division).
4. What are your expectations for
the upcoming softball season?
We were disappointed with our
finish in conference play last season and are looking to improve in
that area in order to qualify for
the Midwest Conference tournament.
Our early season schedule will be
challenging, but we feel it’s the best
way to prepare for conference play.
We don’t have a ton of depth this
year, so it will be important for our
team to remain healthy!

for The Lawrentian

5. Who are some players to watch
out for this year?
We return four players that were
recognized as All-Conference Players
at some level last year. Senior pitcher and co-captain Catherine Marinac
was a first team selection in 2007.
She has a 13-10 record with a 2.63
era while striking out 90 batters in
138 innings pitched. Her experience
and leadership will be invaluable for
the team this year. Our other senior
co-captain and shortstop Carrie Van
Groll was a second team selection
in 2007. She will be relied upon
to provide stability in the infield.
Carrie hit .349 as a junior with four
homeruns and 22 RBIs. Junior Jenna
Reichel (third base) and sophomore
Alex Goodson (designated hitter)
were both named first team all-conference in 2007. Jenna hit a team
leading .426 and stole 15 bases in
16 attempts. Alex Goodson hit .420
in her first season with a school
record seven home runs in 27 games
played. She also led the team 43 rbis
and is one of the toughest outs in
the conference.
The outfield returns much experience in junior Amanda Hauser
and seniors Megan Butterbrodt and
Justine Garbarski. All three have
the potential to have a huge impact
on our success. The infield has two
additional players not previously
mentioned — Meredith Foshag and
Hillary Cheever. Meredith started
at second as a freshman last year
and also served as our number two
pitcher. Her versatility is valuable to
the team. Hillary Cheever served as a
back-up catcher last year and could
challenge for the starting position

How has the track team done this
season?
We have had a strong start. It
will be a promising indoor and outdoor season. I won’t be here for the
outdoor season though — I will be in
Senegal spring term studying French.

Photo courtesy of Lawrence University

this season.
6. How many new players are out
for the team?
We have several newcomers that
we hope will have an immediate
impact. Carli Gurholt has power
potential offensively and should
challenge for a starting position.
She plays infield. Sophomore Tiffany
Lahtinen is very versatile and could
also challenge for a position in both
the infield and outfield.
7. What do you see for the future
of this program and LU athletics in
general?
The future of the athletic program is outstanding! We are under
the direction of a terrific leader in
head athletic director, Bob Beeman,
who is supportive of all that we
do. As to the future of the program
— we would certainly like to win a
Midwest Conference championship.
We’ve been to the tournament eight
of the past 11 years, but have not
won it since 1999. It’s nice to be in it
each year (top four out of 10 get in
to the tournament) but it’s time to
win it again!

Hockey sweeps Minnesota-Crookston
Ted Greeley
Staff  Writer

The men’s hockey team took
on the University of MinnesotaCrookston Golden Eagles at home
this past weekend. The Vikes swept
the Eagles with a 5-3 win Friday and
an 8-7 overtime win Saturday.
Friday night, the Vikings took
control early due to a Crookston
penalty. Sophomore Masa Takahashi
put the puck in on the power play
with assists from freshman Josh
DeSmit and junior Mike Ackley. The
game went back and forth for the
rest of the first period; the period
ended with the score 1-0 Lawrence.
The second period was looking like it would be scoreless until
Crookston goaltender Eric Everson
was called for spearing. The subsequent five-minute power play for
the Vikings gave the Vikes an opportunity to take control of the game.
Junior Nick Jennette decided to take
advantage, with two goals during the
power play at 16:16 and 18:10 into
the second. The Vikings went into
the locker room with a 3-0 lead.
The third period began with
Crookston making a strong bid for
a comeback. Crookston scored 3:38
into the period to make the game
3-1. Jennette completed the hat trick
on an unassisted goal at 7:04 of the
third. Crookston scored two goals to
bring the score to 4-3, but an emptynet goal by Jennette — he totaled
four goals on the night — with 0:21
left gave the Vikings the 5-3 win.
Freshman Evan Johnson made 24
saves for the Vikings in the win. The
Crookston goaltenders combined to
make 29 saves on the night.
Saturday night can best be
described as a shoot-out. The first
period began with a Crookston goal
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at 3:58 into the period. Junior Aaron
LaFave scored a goal on the power
play, whipping around and beating the goaltender low at 6:31 with
assists going to sophomore Marc
Howe and junior Adam Brand.
Crookston followed up with two
power play goals at 7:25 and 12:12.
Senior Josh Peterson scored on the
power play for the Vikings at 14:37
with assists to DeSmit and Ackley.
The first period ended with the score
3-2.
The second period began the
same as the first, with a Crookston
goal making the score 4-2 at 5:24
into the period. Lawrence followed
up with a shorthanded goal. LaFave
jumped on the puck, which the
Crookston goaltender mishandled
and threw the puck into the net at
7:45 into the second; senior Austin
Montgomery assisted.
Peterson added his second power
play at 15:38 into the second with
assists from DeSmit and freshman
Matt Jacobs. Jennette added a goal
at 17:53 cutting across the net and
sliding the puck past the Crookston

goaltender. Crookston would add
one more at 18:56 to make the game
5-5 going into the third.
Crookston struck first in the
third period with a goal at 10:41.
Lawrence followed suit with a goal by
Jennette at 11:36, helped by DeSmit
and Howe. Howe gave Lawrence the
lead at 18:13 on an unassisted goal,
but Crookston responded less than
a minute later to tie the game at
18:59.
The overtime period went back
and forth until LaFave cut across the
blue line and skated into the center
of the ice throwing a shot on net
that hit the bar and went in. LaFave
completed his hat trick at 2:47 into
the overtime period.
Junior Jim Ryan made 30 saves
on the night, while Jaden Isakson
made 22 for Crookston. Jennette’s
six goals on the weekend brought
his season total up to 15, three shy
of the record set by ‘07 graduate Joe
Searl last season. The Vikings travel
to Northland College this weekend to
take on the Northland LumberJacks
in a two-game series.

Talk to me about Coach Jacobsen.
She is a great coach. She really
knows her stuff, is very organized and
very enthusiastic. She works us hard
and makes us better athletes. She is
also very flexible with us, which is nice
at such a demanding school.
What are some team goals as well
Photos courtesy of   Lisa Ritland
as some individual goals?
For the indoor season, we have a lot of freshman, so we need to get to
know them. Over reading period we’re going to Björklunden for some team
bonding. Our main goal is to have everyone improve to rack up a lot of
points at the conference meet. We just had our third meet at the University
of Chicago and being just our third meet, it was exciting to see how a lot of
people have improved already.
What are the biggest differences between indoor and outdoor track?
The biggest thing is the facilities. We don’t have a good indoor track
at Lawrence to practice on. The curves make us more prone to injuries
because the track is shorter then a normal indoor track. In the outdoor
season, we get more out of our workouts and can get faster times. I like the
outdoor season because it has the 400-meter hurdles, which I placed fourth
in at conference last year.
If you had only
one year to live,
what three things
would you make
sure you did?
I would go to
New Zealand to
visit where my
grandmother grew
up. I would also
go to the finals of
Wimbledon and
take my family on
a sweet vacation,
like to the Alps or
somewhere cool.

Featured Athlete: Chris Page
Basketball

Ashlee Thatcher
for The Lawrentian

You’re the new leader in points
scored in a game (48), beating the
previous record of 47 by Jason
Hollinbeck (‘05). How does that
feel?
It is an honor, but because the
game was against Grinnell it was
easy to sit under the basket to score
lay-ups. To be honest, it really hasn’t
sunk in yet.
Talk about Saturday’s loss against
Carroll.
It was a well-played game with
unbelievable plays. We should have
won. Carroll made the plays they
needed to win. The refs didn’t call the
game well; but it was bad both ways.
Photo courtesy of The Appleton Post-Crescent

How do you like working with
Coach JoJo? What are the main differences between him and Coach
Tharp from last year?
He is fun and has changed throughout the year. He is more laid-back as
far as working with us on injuries and stuff. JoJo is a lot more hands-off,
where Tharp was more hands-on. Both are good styles, but very different.

How has your role changed this season? What is expected of you on
a daily bases?
Last year, I was more of an energy player off the bench. Now I carry the
load of rebounding and putting points on the board. Each day I’m expected
to be a consistent post-scoring threat. JoJo expects me to be the big body
threat out there on the floor.

Photo by Ted Greeley
LaFave (26) controls the puck against Minnesota-Crookston.

If you had only one more year to live, what would you make sure
you do?
First of all, I would spend at least 11 months somewhere warm. Then
I would travel to Europe, and spend as much time with my family as I
could.
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Variety
What’s on your iPod?: Rich Jones

1. “Little Red Corvette,” Prince
Who doesn’t love the little purple
dude? In all honesty though, I’ve
heard this song a million times, will
never get tired of it because it’s just
so phenomenal.
2. “Change R Us,” Longshot
This was the first Chicago rapper
I discovered as I got into the local
hip-hop scene. Been following his
work ever since, puts on a great
show too.
3. “Country Cousins,” Talib Kweli feat. UGK
This is just such a great collab.
You’ve got one of the most consistent MC’s of all time with Talib

Kweli spittin over a track with the
southern legends UGK. Probably one
of my favorite tracks on the whole
album.
4. “Ghetto Musick,” Big Boi
Probably one of my favorite starting
tracks on an album. I love the energy
of it all, Andre 3000’s vocals on are
just electric and are the perfect contrast to the Big Boi’s flow.
5. “The Last Time, Gnarls Barkley
Loved the whole CD by these guys,
just some real feel good music,
really makes you just want to grab
someone and start dancing.

6. “Silent,” GZA feat. Ghostface Killah and
Streetlife
All of the MC’s on this just straight
kill it. Even 5 years removed from
when I first bought it, I still find
myself quoting the Street Life verse
at random moments when I’m just
chilling.
You can find me, in your studio
Half baked, eatin’ ganja cake
Tryin’ to make my next release
date….
7. “Rise of the Rebel,” 7L & Esoteric
One random day as my friend and
I went to get sandwiches, popped
in a mix CD and this nugget was on
there. Been in love with this track

Seeing red: no green in France
for The Lawrentian
It is not easy being green in
France. This statement is likely
coming from double culture shock,
but still, France is not nearly as
eco-conscious as Germany is.
I am not expecting the same
amount of attention to be given to
the environment in both countries.
For one, the cultures can’t help
but value, and therefore go about
doing, things differently.
Germany is the third greenest country in Europe — beat out
by Sweden and Austria — and
Germans pride themselves on their
recycling abilities and fuel-efficient
cars.
Although France has got emissions down, the country has lagged
behind on the recycling end of
things. Sure, the big bins for glass,
plastic, and paper exist, but it is a
trek to try and find them; last week,
I carried around a dossier I wanted
to recycle, waiting to find a paper
bin.
And the French have not quite
heard of composting. I find this
odd, because there seems to be so
much more to compost here.
For example, because the
French are the originators of “gourmet,” regulations abound when it
comes to food. Fruit is to be peeled
with a knife and eaten with a fork;
that is, no eating apples whole at
the table. You eat until you are full,
no more. If there are leftovers from
the meal not substantial enough for
a second meal, they are thrown out.
These French customs seem
incredibly wasteful to me. In
Germany, I could eat fruit whole
without being rude, and the extra

half cup of pasta sauce from dinner would always be used as a
base for soup or another sauce the
next night. And if not that, it was
definitely composted. At home, my
mother does the same with dinner
leftovers.
My French family has made
reference to the German taste
buds being more “rustic” than the
French. That is to say, they eat their
foods whole — without pureeing
every vegetable — and Germans on
the whole do not worry about food
presentation.
Americans, of course, seem to
eat atrociously next to the French.
Need I say more than “Big Mac”?
It is also easier to be vegetarian in Germany than in France.
Almost. I assume this is because
there is less of a premium put on
the experience of eating. Of course,
Germans love their bratwurst and
schnitzel, and as a vegetarian the
most complicated dish I’m served is
some sort of combination of cheese
or egg, but the idea of vegetarianism isn’t completely foreign.
Vegetarianism is on the fringe
in Europe, and in France, you might
as well belong to the Church of
Satan as be a vegan, but I am convinced that because they sell soymilk in the store, there is some sort
of vegan colony or support group
in existence.
I suppose the same could be
said of the United States. Aside
from the Lawrence campus, I feel
the number of vegans in Appleton
could be counted on one hand.
Nevertheless, it seems like more of
a struggle here in France.
Perhaps this is because I do not
have the autonomy to make my
own meals, or the use of the vegan
option at Downer. That is not to say

ever since.
8. “Family Business,” Kanye West
Arguably the most successful MC to
come out of my hometown. I think
almost everyone can connect to the
idea of family as he presents it in
the song.
9. “Genesis,” Justice
Pretty sure this made it on a car
commercial, but regardless, still
awesome.
10. “Has It Come to This?”, The Streets
This guy is the reason I make
music.
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that I would trade
home-cooked
French meals for
a Downer swipe,
but sometimes I
feel like a burden.
Perhaps it is
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indeed a fair
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French: time or money?
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Editorial policy is determined by the editor. Any opinions which appear unsigned
are those of the majority of
The Lawrentian’s editorial
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Letters to the editor are
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editor reserves the right to edit
for style and space. Letters
must be e-mailed to:
lawrentian@lawrence.edu.
Submissions by e-mail should
be text attachments.
— All submissions to the editorials page must be turned
in to The Lawrentian no later
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before publication.
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contact number will not be published.
— The Lawrentian reserves
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